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FROM: Noel A. Basquin, P.E., CFM 

SUBJECT: Discussion -Train Horn Study 

Staff has received numerous complaints from residents over the past several years regarding the 
Train Horn noise from the BNSF trains crossing through downtown Batavia.  Trains are required 
to blow their horns when coming into a railroad crossing which is not located in a Federal 
Railroad Administration (FRA)- approved “Quiet Zone”.  The City of Batavia contracted with 
Rempe-Sharpe Consulting Engineers, which has experience with this issue, to review the 
requirements to make our crossings Quiet Zone Crossings. 
 
Rempe-Sharpe reviewed eight crossings: Raddant Road, Wilson Street, Prairie Street, Van Buren 
St., Adams St., Laurel St., the private crossing at Amcor and Bond Dr. to ascertain the 
improvements are needed to bring the crossings in compliance with FRA standards  for a Quiet 
Zone.  As there are several requirements in establishing a quiet zone, please refer to the Rempe-
Sharpe study for all the requirements.   
 
There are several modifications that can be done to a crossing to bring into compliance: 
 

1. Installation of 4 Quadrant Gates so vehicular and pedestrian traffic cannot enter the 
crossing from any direction 

2. Installation of 2 Quadrant Gates and a barrier median (concrete barrier curb or bollards).  
This impacts the driveways as the medians need to be 100 feet.  If commercial driveways 
fall within 60 feet of the crossing they must be closed.  If the barrier median is shorter or 
a commercial driveway falls within 60 ft. the crossing’s rating will be reduced.   

3. Permanent closing of a crossing. 
4. Temporary closing of a crossing by establishing hours during which that crossing will be 

closed. 
5. Installing Wayside Horns at each crossing.  These devices are pointed towards the 

oncoming traffic and pedestrians.   
 

Each modification of a crossing comes with a point rating and the total points of all the crossings 
together must be higher than the Quiet Zone Risk Index calculated by the FRA in order to create 
a Quiet Zone where horns are not sounded.  Rempe-Sharp will discuss options that would 
achieve that goal. 
 
An important point mentioned in the study is that a Quiet Zone delineation does not guarantee 
that horn will not sound.  FRA requires that the horn must be sounded in emergency situations, 
inclement weather, power outages, signal failure, and the presence of workers or trespassers.    
 



The potential changes to each crossing have significant impacts, whether monetary (costs of 
gates, wayside horns) or non-monetary (effects of permanent or temporary closure of crossings, 
or driveways, noise of wayside horns) and these must be balanced against the positive effects of 
eliminating, or significantly reducing trains horns.  
 
Rempe-Sharpe included an estimate of cost to install 4 quadrant gates which is for 
$4,063,675.00.  2 quadrant gates were studied at each location but with the number of residential 
and commercial driveways in close proximity of the crossings it was determined not to be 
feasible.  They excluded the crossings at Bond Dr. and the private crossing at Amcor due to the 
intersection layout and the close proximity to Rt. 25 which would not leave any room for 
stacking of vehicles.   The modifications at these crossing would not assist in establishing a quiet 
zone. So in any event these two crossings will still require sounding of horns. 
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